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1 Preface 

The program SIR allows the definition of three−dimensional sections through an 

arbitrary structure. For detailed information see manual SIR_1.pdf. 

2 Workflow 

1. open SSD project 

2. add a new group SIR Cuts 

3. add task „Interactive Graphic“ and open it  

4. rotate system in x-y-plane 

5. inside WINGRAF go to menu „edit > SIR cut > multiple SIR cuts create via 

beam“ and create a new SIR cut along the beam axis 

6. now save the SIR cuts into the database via menu „edit > SIR-cut > save SIR  

cut to database” - the calcualtion starts when leaving the dialogue and writes 

data to CDB 

7. start TEDDY outside the SSD and open file *.gsr 

8. delete the $-sign before #include $(NAME)_sirschn.dat $ sections 

9. select comand „SOFiSTiK > Additional > Include all #include files“: 

the external files $(NAME)_sirgrup.dat and #include $(NAME)_sirschn.dat 

will be included in the main input data file 

10. insert a new task „Text Editor“ inside the SSD and rename it to „ SIR-Cuts“ 

11. go to TEDDY, mark all, copy and paste the input lines into the task „SIRCuts“ 

12. at the end of the input add a new line +apply $(NAME).sir 

13. now you may delete the task „Interactive Graphic“ created before 

 

 
As long as you don’t change geometry and structural system you may pro-
ceed as described here. 
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3 Step by step instruction  

This little example shows step by step the general workflow creating SIR cuts along a 

beam.  

We model a single span system with a span width of 50m and a box girder cross sec-

tion. The bridge is modeled with quadrilateral shell elements in SOFiPLUS(-X). 

 

Step 1: Open project in SSD.  

 

 

Step 2: Create a new group „Sir-Cuts“. 
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Step 3: Create a new task „Interactive Graphic“ inside the new group.  

          

 Open this task with a double click. 

Step 4: Rotate system in the x-y plane. 

 

 

Step 5: Create cuts via menu „edit > SIR cut > multiple SIR cuts create via beam“ 
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Starting and ending points of the cuts can be defined in the command line 

in WinGRAF by their coordinates. Before doing so, define the distance be-

tween the cuts, in this example 2.0m. Confirm the input with the RETURN 

button.  

   

Type in coordinates for start point 0,0,0 and for end point 50,0,0. Press 

twice the button RETURN to confirm and exit the comand line. 

 

Step 6: After that save all graphically defined SIR cuts into the database. Use com-

mand „edit > SIR cut > save Sir cut to database“ and tick the options inside 

the dialog box as shown below.  

 

Please note that now a CADINP inut file *.gsr will be generated automatical-

ly. This file we will used in the next steps. 

The selected option will create beam cross sections with a reference axis 

alinged to the center of gravity.  

After that another input file *.sir is created and an automatic calculation of 

cross sections and internal forces starts. This calculation will be done twice 
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in order to get the correct internal forces related to the center of gravity of 

every cross section. 

Now close WINGRAF and confirm the dialog „Accept changes?“ with YES. 

 

Step 7: Now start TEDDY outside SSD and open the file $(name).gsr. 

 

Step 8: Inside the datafile *.sir there are two #include commands. For fur-

ther calculations we need to import these #include files. Before doing so de-

lete the „$“ sign in front of the second #include line. 

 

 

Step 9: Select the command „SOFiSTiK > Additional > Insert all #include 

files“ and import the contents of the files $(NAME)_sirgrup.dat and #include 

$(NAME)_sirschn.dat. Now we have a complete data file $(name).gsr.   
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Step 10: Now create a new task „Text Editor“ and rename it into „SIR-cuts“. 

 

Step 11: Open this task, go back to TEDDY, mark all, copy and paste the complete 

input file $(name).gsr into this task. 
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Step 12: To start the automatic generated input file $(name).sir add a command line 

apply at the end. 

 

 

 

Step 13: Now the input is complete. For a better overview delete the task „Interactive 

Graphic“ created at the beginning of this procedure.  

 

Step 14: Finally start the analysis of the whole project with „Calculate all“ in the right-

click menu of the task tree. 

 

During the analyis the following warning will show up:  
+++++ warning no. 10470 in program AQU_PUT_301 
Cross section 101 has no user defined shear cuts: 
Automatically generated shear cuts will be selected in the center of 
gravity.  
Please check the correct location and width. 
(for composite sections check especially the material number 

This warning tells you, that for the box section used in this example no  
additional shear cuts are defined, which are necessary for a box. 
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For a better result checking add again a task „Interactive Graphic“. All in-

formation related to the SIR cuts are titled „External Beam Sections“. A 

picture with shear forces Vz and bending moments My is shown below: 

 


